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What can i do whit Buzztools?
1 To examine and impressions of your embroidery design’s (of a lot of mark
embroidering file)
as from hard disk or cd rom. Ingezipte also all patterns can be examined.
2 To embroider converts patterns to your own borduurbestand of pes to hus e.g.
3 Files unpack in which embroidery design’s sit of zip or rar.
4 Bekijken van borduurinformatie zoals stekenaantal, kleuren en grootte enz enz.
5 Automatic starting your embroiderysoftware at the dubbelklik on
embroidery design’s .
The institution of the page (page layout)
If you start up the programme you get the window select traffic-jams in picture, very on
this firstly even annulate. Go now to traffic-jam in the tool bar and then to Page layout.
Here you can motivate the institutions such as you your buzztools page there from want
show.
At dates For Summary View is possible you aanvinken or the file name must be only
shown. Or all embroidery information (number of twinges, number of colours and size)
or thereby all colours in picture.
At paper you can establish the paper size enzo.
Orientation thereby can choose you for Portrait or country cape. To get the page well in
your baffle you click on country cape.
The forks stand in inches, which can say you change to own. Image Placement For
Summary View here puts you the Colums and the Rows on 3. Then red ochre you 9
blades clearly and readably in picture. Click on Save Settings so that you do not have
these change properties at each time if you start up the programme.

Also put at View in the tool bar on Fit Window. The blades are appropriate now entirely
in your baffle so that you to the beam must no longer drag to make complete page you
visible .
How do I get the patterns in picture?
If you open the programme you get the baffle in picture such as the enclosed blade.
YOU see then the advancement of your mappen structure of your computer. At drivers
you can choose also for the diskette station or your cdrom. By on plusje for a map you
try clicking everything what which map answers. You can by on the vierkantje clicking
(the vierkantje become then and blue box) a pattern to clicks, a whole map or even the
whole selecting disk. The number of files that recognises Buzztools as borduurpatroon,
blade (BMP) or text (TXT) in the box traffic-jams are indicated Selected.

Zip posting can indicate you how to the zip files become to indicate in your mappen
sructuur. None, then are indicated the zip files. Ash traffic-jams is then indicated them
as files in the same map in which they stand.
Ash folder, the zip files becomes then as a map indicates. The zip files then everyone is
put on its own page in the catalogue. Therefore there but 1 file in the zip sits, then you 1
get blade on the page.
You have what boxes blauw stand made in the map in which you have the patterns,
then clicks on OKAY. The blade gets then you to see on your baffle.
By means of the bud Page Up and Page Down you can thumb now by the catalogue. In
the tool bar under Page, you can thumb also by clicking. Also you can make a choice to
go to the first page (First Page) or directly to the last page (charge Page). Or you can
motivate a page number by clicking on Number.

You have found a pattern you would want which treat or embroider, then you can click
twice so that your borduursoftware are started and you can direct to the battle.
You want make a whole new catalogue, click on traffic-jam in the tool bar and then on
New Catalog.
How can I print the catalogue?
That one does under traffic-jam. YOU have the choice from:
Print Table or Contents : The contents of the mappen print according to its structure and
therefore only print the names
Print Summary : The catalogue prints, such as in the display device cedes, of the page
which you can indicate in the window what afterwards appears there.
Print Actual Size: Some or all page prints size of the patterns in the catalogue on truth.
How do I put borduurpatronen for (conventeren) to my own borduurbestand?
In principle you do this already by on the pattern at dubbelklikken so that you own
borduursoftware are opened.
But you can patterns also thousands of at the same time conventeren in 1 time by
clicking in the tool bar on tools and then on Convert design traffic-jams or on the test F6.
There then a window comes on screen where you can indicate to, however,
borduurbestand you want conventeren.
In the enclosed blade stands that it must become to PES geconventeerd. YOU can
yourself resistant choosing by clicking on the driehoekje.
.

Then can be there still chosen which file must be transposed, the selected file (selected

design), de actuele pagina (current page of designs) of de hele catalogus (entire catalog
of designs). This is possible you aanvinken, so that there dot for state.
Then stands there in this window still something, what not complete unimportant and is
there does not stand for nothing above Use With Care.
Delete Originel traffic-jams After Conversion) if you this box aanvinkt the original files
are then erased after conventeren. Only do this if you a back has up of these files!!
Click now on next and comes on screen a new window there. Hierin kunt het aantal
bestanden zien die worden geconventeerd. Buzztools™ asks if the files must be split up
(Split designs into multiple traffic-jams if necessary).
And asks what the catalogue must show of the files after conversion (for each traffic-jam
coverted your catalog will posting), or only the converted file (converted traffic-jam only),
only the original file (original traffic-jam only) or both (both original and converted trafficjams). Make your choice and click on Next.
There a window, in which asks with, appears, if the pattern is too large, or it must be
rotated or it must be tried reduce. Fill your choice in and click on Finish.
How do I unpack zip files with Buzztools?
The unpacked files are first always put in the same map in which also the zip resistant
state. Zip files with a guard word are not possible with to see getting in the catalogue
and cannot be unpacked.
If you use always Buzztools to open patterns you to your borduursoftware, it is not
necessary the zip unpack files. If you want call the patterns, however, in your
embroiderysoftware, then you must unpack the zip files firstly. Care that you the zip files
if backup has stored somewhere safe the more so if after unpacking the original zip files
are removed.
Make a new catalogue by clicking in the tool bar on traffic-jam and then on New Catalog
. Missing the map on where the zip in to stand and creates files the hakje of this map
blue, click on OKAY.

Traffic-jams go to tools and then to extract zip d. Or click on F7
There a window in picture, in which is asked, appears what must become unpacked
there (extract ). Or the selected zip files (selected zip d traffic-jam) or the present page
with zip files (current page or zip d traffic-jams), or the complete catalogue (entire
catalog or zip `d traffic-jams). Here too the question complexing becomes if the original
files must be removed after unpacking. Indicated of it then certain that you have a
backup. Click on Next.
There a window appears in which you can read how many files there to be unpacked
and what one wants see getting after unpacking on the display device. YOU can choose
from: (for each traffic-jam coverted your catalog will posting), or only the converted file
(converted traffic-jam only), only the original file (original traffic-jam only) or both (both
original and converted traffic-jams). Make your choice and click on Finish.
I think that we have defined the most important things of Buzztools here for you. Of
course sits there at the programme which you buy a large description, which is ,
however, anglophone.
Still 2 important thing wants tell I you and that is try pick up always the last update of
Internet of this programme Buzz tools: Software Downloads These update work always
improve, because here in things has improved and small foutjes have been removed.
For rar and zip you can take up files also free 40 days programme donwloaden
www.winrar.nl/ om uit te proberen.
This way that you can enjoy Buzztools in abundance the programme.
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